Harness the Power and Savings
Pariser’s Housekeeping Programs

Perfect
Cleaning
Products
to Match
Your Needs

Pariser Industries’ Room Care Systems line
of products utilize specially-designed feed
dispensers, bulk solution jugs, and chemical
storage racks which eliminate waste,
generate consistent results, and ensure
safe and accurate chemical proportions.
The benefits of using our system:
• Simplify preparation, reduce spillage and pilferage,
and prevent product waste and misuse.
• Concentrated products that are economical — you
don’t pay for water!
• Color-coded labels to make all Pariser products easy
to identify.
• In-service education supported with instructional
charts and hands-on training.
• Monthly analysis of product usage and consumption
costs per patient day or occupied room.
• Personal service that makes the difference.
Pariser is adept at identifying customer issues relating
to procedures, results, and usage cost parameters across
a wide variety of cleaning applications. Our consultants
will diagnose and solve your complex cleaning
challenges, and recommend the best formula for your
specific operation from our comprehensive product
line. Pariser is passionate about delivering world-class
products, competent technical service, extraordinary
customer satisfaction, and value. Contact your Pariser
representative or email info@pariser.net to learn more
about the products that would be the most beneficial
for your needs.

ECO-SENSE is the sensible choice for you
and the environment
Pariser’s ECO-SENSE line of “green” room-care products are environmentally friendly and uses ingredients
that are non-toxic, biodegradable, and contain no chemical ingredients that appear on the EPA’s
persistent, bioaccumulative and/or toxic list of chemicals. These products are offered in concentrated
form for economical usage cost.
BATHWORKS A non-abrasive tile and tub cleaner
for use on fiberglass enclosures, ceramic tile, porcelain,
chrome, shower doors, plastic wall tile, and marble.
GREEN AIR Air freshener and deodorizer which
leaves a pleasant odor that lasts for several hours.

HYDRO POWER Non-ammoniated glass and mirror
cleaner that leaves surfaces dust- and streak-free,
which can be used as an all-purpose cleaner on painted
surfaces, formica tables, stainless steel, tiled walls,
fixtures, and appliances.
L.A. FLOOR All-purpose cleaner with foaming
action that removes soil and leaves a clean, non-streaked
finish that can be used to cut grease on floors, tiles, and
metal surfaces.

Pariser’s Room Care Systems Products
BREAK - THRU Fast-acting, easy-to-use floor stripper
formulated to remove most waxes, sealers, and tile coatings.
Ideal for stripping, deep floor cleaning, and floor scrubbing
applications.
CITRUS CLEAN Pleasantly-scented, ready-to-use

cleaner and degreaser designed for a wide range of cleaning
uses in everyday applications.

DEOSCENT A concentrated, oil-based room freshener
with a citrus fragrance that lasts for several hours. After
the odor dissipates, the chemicals continue to fight and
eliminate the cause of the odors.
FLOOR FINISH 25 Floor finish with a unique additive
for high finish durability and resistance to scuffing and black
heel marks.
FRESH - SCENT Concentrated, ready-to-use room
freshener with a clean, fresh scent that lasts for several
hours. After the odor dissipates, the chemicals continue to
fight and eliminate the cause of the odors.
GLASS - N - ALL Non-ammoniated glass and mirror

cleaner that leaves surfaces dust- and streak-free. Can
be used as an all-purpose cleaner on painted surfaces,
formica tables, stainless steel, tiled walls, tubs, fixtures,
and appliances.

NEUTRA - CLEAN RX An EPA-registered, neutral,
concentrated, lemon scented, all-purpose disinfectant
cleaner, virucide, fungicide, deodorizer, and mildewstat.
Used for cleaning floors, painted walls, ceramic tile, brick
stoves, hoods, and other finished/hard surfaces. Its neutral
pH enables this product to be utilized on finished floors
without creating a clouded surface.
NO - TOIL Acid-based toilet bowl, urinal, and bedpan
cleaner and deodorizer.
PARA BC 200 All-purpose liquid cleaner and disinfectant
with mildewstat and fungicide capabilities designed
for a multitude of uses in health care and institutional
applications, such as sanitizing food contact surfaces,
mold, walls, floors, sink tops, toilet bowls, and telephones.
PARA’POURRI Concentrated, ready-to-use room
freshener with a floral fragrance that lasts for several hours.
After the odor dissipates, the chemicals continue to fight and
eliminate the cause of the odors.

PARALINE RUG SHAMPOO Soil-retarding rug
shampoo which makes cleaning easier and protects from
oil spills and ordinary wear.
PARAZYME A ready-to-use, enzyme formulation
designed to liquify and digest complex proteins, cellulose,
starch, fats and oils, and greases at an accelerated rate.
This product is used for maintaining free and clear sinks
and toilets, and it is also effective in dumpsters, grease traps,
and other areas contaminated by organic type soil.
PEARL ESSENCE Thick, white, high-sudsing pearlized
hand lotion soap that contains mild, non-irritating
ingredients — ideal for those with sensitive skin.
PINE OIL DEODORANT CLEANER All-purpose
cleaner for use on floors, furniture, and counters.
PRO - TILE Concentrated, non-abrasive tile and tub
cleaner and polish for use on ceramic tile, porcelain, chrome,
shower doors, plastic wall tile, and marble.
PURPOSE HF All-purpose cleaner that has foaming
action to remove soil and leaves a clean, streak-free finish.
When used as a kitchen cleaner, it cuts grease on floors, tiles,
and metal surfaces.
REFRESH Concentrated, oil-based room freshener that
leaves a pleasant odor that lasts for several hours. After
the odor dissipates, the chemicals continue to fight and
eliminate the cause of the odors.
SHOT SPOT Versatile, all-purpose stain remover that can
be used both as a pre-spotting agent for wet cleaning and as
an additive for cold washing to help with oil removals. It is
also effective on a wide range of materials including carpets,
upholstered fabrics, and linens.
SIMPLY GREEN All-purpose cleaner with controlled
foaming characteristics and broad grease removal
capabilities that is safe to use on a wide range of surfaces
leaving a clean, streak-free finish. When used as a kitchen
cleaner, it cuts grease on floors, tiles, and metal surfaces.
TILE BRITE Concentrated, mildly chlorinated, nonabrasive hard surface, ceramic tile, grout, and tub cleaner.
WINDOW CLEANER ML Ammoniated glass and mirror
cleaner that leaves surfaces dust- and streak-free which can
be used on painted surfaces, formica tables, stainless steel,
tubs, tiled walls, fixtures, and appliances.

Pariser has a complete line of products
and systems for every cleaning need:
•L
 aundry chemicals —
Industrial, commercial, institutional
• Water treatment systems —
Boiler, cooling tower, waste water
• Dry-cleaning and wet-cleaning chemicals
• Maintenance chemicals
• Warewashing
• Janitorial supplies
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